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Lifetime 
guarantee

107

Your bathroom, 
your way...

“We know that your bathroom is a real 
investment. it needs to combine a fantastic 
designer feel with the practicalities of 
everyday life. Here at Shades we’ve years  
of experience in meeting those needs.  
We insist on bringing you the highest 
quality products, with the lowest possible 
environmental impact. 

in this brochure we’ll guide you through  
the process of creating the perfect 
bathroom for you. Let yourself be inspired 
by our ranges and Finishing touches 
collection. And, for added confidence, 
you can rely on our selected retailers’ 
knowledge and expertise. So you can  
relax and enjoy the experience of  
creating your bathroom, your way."

neiL mcDonaLD,  
DeSiGn manaGer, SHaDeS BatHroomS
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1.  this guarantee covers the material 
element of all cabinets and doors from 
material or manufacturing defect. in the 
unlikely event of a product defect or 
failure and subject to the terms of this 
guarantee, shades bathroom furniture will 
provide, free of charge replacement 
product(s) or part(s) within the lifetime of 
the guarantee.

2.  Shades bathroom furniture reserves  
the right to amend the specification 
referred to in these instructions without 
prior notice.

3.  in the event of product discontinuation 
shades bathroom furniture reserves the 
right to offer a suitable alternative 
product or part.

4.  this guarantee is limited to the original 
purchaser and is not transferable.

5.  all product supplied by shades bathroom 
furniture must be fitted in accordance 
with the instructions provided.

6.  the furniture should be subject to normal 
domestic use only. items should not be 
exposed to extremes of heat, moisture or 
poorly ventilated areas.

7.  adequate care and maintenance has 
been carried out in accordance with our 
instructions.

8.  any claim relating to this guarantee  
should be received in writing at the  
address overleaf stating the details of the 
product at fault.

9.  the provisions of this guarantee do not 
affect the customer’s statutory rights.

exclusions

10.  all products not part of the material 
element of a cabinet or door i.e. 
Sanitaryware, lighting, etc.

11.  components rendered defective as a 
result of improper or negligent use, 
substandard or incorrect installation.

12.  any replacement components, the supply 
of which is outside our control and are 
unavailable to shades bathroom furniture 
at the time.

13.  any deterioration resulting from 
reasonable wear and tear.

14.  any maintenance requirements, i.e. 
Adjustment of hinges or the fitting of any 
replacement components provided by 
shades bathroom furniture.

15. product colour variation.

  

 For the purposes of this guarantee 
‘components’ are defined as unit carcase, 
shelves, doors, hinges, handles and drawer 
frontages, drawer boxes and runners, 
countertops, sanitaryware and tapware.

Shades bathroom furniture offer a lifetime guarantee on its 
products, limited to domestic users only. the terms of this 
guarantee are detailed below.



T
TRENDS

S
SPACE & STORAGE

You’ll use your bathroom 
every day. Here’s how 
to make the most of its 
size and space in four 
easy stages.

On trend doesn’t mean quick to date. 
We’ve taken inspiration from the worlds of 
fashion and design to the natural world to 
create up-to-the-minute looks that will last.  

see our 
designer 
tips on

find our clever 
storage 
solutions on

read 
more 
from

plan
ahead
from

p6

p8

p96

p106

F
FITTED

M
MODULAR

FT
FINISHING
TOUCHES

Make it individual, make it personal, 
make it yours. Your finishing touches 
will add the contemporary flair, timeless 
elegance or understated simplicity that 
truly makes it your bathroom, your way. 

P
PLANNING

Make sure it all 
measures up with 
our vital stats.

the bathrooms...

your room, your way...

the detail...

Make your bathroom as individual as 
you are. Select your style then mix and 
match the look you want with the practical 
pieces you need. Go modular for the 
designer feel that’s unique to you. 

- find out more 
about our lifetime 
guarantee overleaf...

Get a designer look tailored just for you. 
Fitted bathroom furniture brings sleek, 
stylish sophistication whatever the space 
you’ve got to work with. One of life’s little 
luxuries, fitted around you.

take  
your pick, 
starting from

start  
setting the 
scene from

p12

p50

Scan the QR code 
with your smart  
phone for more  
information on the 
Shades range.
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Why choose 
Shades?

Crafted to last

Lifetime guarantee on all our products

Made in Great Britain

Materials ethically sourced

We use timber from a sustainable source

FSC certified

We use efficient logistics

 GB
made in

Lifetime 
guarantee

lifetime 
guarantee

low
environmental  
impact

Shades bathroom furniture is, quite simply, 
a cut above. Our collections are crafted 
with long-lasting quality and cutting-edge 
design in mind. Affordable luxury, stylish 
practicality and effortless chic combine 
in modular or fitted form to create a 
bathroom as individual as you are. 
 
Complete with the coveted Royal 
Warrant, Shades bathroom furniture  
will grace any classic or contemporary 
home for years to come.

4



newwhat’s

Lonigo fitted

Heated wall mirror

Tall wall mounted  
rotating mirror
Our 3/4 size rotating mirror cabinet  
has proved so popular we decided  
to introduce a tall size version that  
has even greater storage capacity  
and a full length mirror

This stylish high gloss white,  
handleless design is now available  
in the fitted range.

Includes a demister pad for a  
steam free mirror.

Solid surface - new  
sizes available for  
modular ranges
These new sizes are available in all  
existing colours.

new!
see p52

new!
see p105

new!

new!
see p100

Bath panels
Our bath panels and ends are now 
available in all cabinet colours for the 
perfect match.

new!
see p104
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High gloss – add high 
gloss finish units to 
bounce light and 
create a fresh feel. 

We don’t just spot trends. We cast a 
design-focused eye on the looks, the 
colours, the textures that are in fashion 
now but will stand the test of time. 
From an overall stylistic influence to the 
little details that make a big difference, 
we create ranges that deliver designer 
looks with practicality in mind.

DESIGN MANAGER
SHADES BATHROOMS

For us, inspiration is   
just the start...

Curved units  - 
handleless for clean, 
simple lines that add 
a dramatic touch to 
any bathroom. 

Worktops – 
choose a 
complementary 
or contrasting 
colourway 
for maximum 
impact. handleless

curved
units

high-gloss

6



You’ll love the look you can create even in the most awkward space. 
Make it traditional or contemporary, add those vital Finishing Touches 
and find a place for everything without a hint of crammed in.  
With Shades, the possibilities of small are endless...

Slimline minimalism – 
amazing design values 

even when space  
is at a premium. 

small

Make small beautiful with bathroom  
furniture designed to add wow factor, 
whatever room shape or size you’ve got to 
work with. We’ve thought it all through for 
you, from practical storage solutions to sleek 
looks and lines that make the biggest  
style impact.

T
TRENDS

bathrooms
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Take a look at the size and shape of your room. It’s time to get clever with those nooks 
and crannies or move about the space to get a feel for where you’ll want things to hand.  
Now your individual bathroom design can take shape too. 

Think carefully about 
how you use your 
bathroom. We have...

Whether it’s for daily family use, an en 
suite retreat for you or a cloakroom to 
impress your guests, you’ll need to think 
about the practicalities of space and 
storage. We design every range with your 
needs in mind, combining creative vision 
with the clever storage options that will 
make your bathroom a clutter-free oasis 
for the perfect start and end to your day.

1. What’s your bathroom for?

2. See how it shapes up...

Square rooms

Rectangular rooms
‘L’ shape rooms

family bathroom, 
your personal en suite 
or a cosy cloakroom?

‘his and 
hers’ sinks 

freestanding 
bath

shower or
wetroom

Manic mornings with military precision to get everyone ready to go? A stress-free 
place to relax and reflect? A space for guests to freshen up? It all impacts on the 
storage you’ll need to make your bathroom work its hardest for you.

8
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3. Tailor your storage solutions...

Tall Wall Storage
Maximise storage 
and minimise clutter 
with tall wall storage.

shower or
wetroom

Cabinet Storage
We’ve even designed 
a drawer that fits 
around your basin to 
maximise storage.

Mirror Storage
Keep all your daily-use 
cosmetic items to hand.

WC Cabinet
A clever storage 
cupboard where you 
would least expect.

S
SPACE & STORAGE

From bulky towels to lotions and potions; cleaning materials kept away from curious little 
fingers to your daily-use cosmetic items... with Shades you’ll have a cleverly-designed  
space for all this and more. Maximise storage, minimise clutter and create the bathroom  
that’s just right for you. 

a place for everything

9
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4. Add the personal touch...
Accessorise your bathroom with the little details that deliver big design impact. 
Your Finishing Touches will really make it your bathroom, your way.  
So pay attention to detail for stunning results. 

Handles - a little 
designer detail  
that dazzles.

taps - make a style 
statement that runs 
hot and cold.

Mirrors - bring your bathroom to life with 
reflected light that opens up the space.

Framing Panels - 
perfectly framed 
bathroom furniture 
gives a finished feel.

start with the 
cool options on

look into 
it on

surround 
yourself in 
choice on

get a
grip
on p102/103

p99

p104/105

Sanitaryware - 
beautiful basins and 
WC’s for the ultimate 
luxury look.

make your 
choice on p99

p103

Countertops - 
complement or 
contrast with a 
hard-wearing, easy 
clean countertop. 

top off  
your  
look on p100
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Installing a Shades 
bathroom needn’t 
mean upheaval... 
 
Our Easyfit range comes pre-
constructed, pre-cut to fit your basin 
and plumbing and ready to slot in place 
to give a professional, designer finish. 
The very height of convenience, Easyfit 
means you can create the bathroom of 
your dreams in the most trouble-free 
way. We’ve thought it all through and 
done the hard work for you. So all you 
need to do is take the credit. 

easyfit
Products arrive with you perfectly 
packaged for no damage 

Doors packaged separately for extra 
peace of mind

A range of Easyfit units available 

Tailor your own storage solutions

Accessorise with our Finishing 
Touches range 

Front access dual flush cistern 
pre-fitted on W.C. units for easy 
installation

Clip on hinges for fast installation
Fascia panels pre-cut for W.C. waste 
plumbing 

Pre-cut fascia panels for Shades 
basins VF64 and SRB1

bathrooms

S
SPACE & STORAGE
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Make your bathroom yours.  
Make a statement.  
Make an impact.  

Make the most of your space. 

Modular means flexible.  
Mix and match.  

Being as creative as you feel,  
and as practical as you need.  

Select the design that  
says who you are.  

Then tailor your furniture to fit. 

Bring your vision to life.  
Create a room that’s all about you.  
For classic or contemporary style, 

simply go Modular. 

M
MODULAR
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Our modular range is all about allowing   
you to take the design reins...

Our flexible furniture solutions act as your 
inspiration to put together the pieces that 
make your bathroom unique to you. Enjoy 
the confidence to get creative, but don’t 
hesitate to ask for our professional advice 
to ensure you achieve your aesthetic aims.

1. Select your  
stylish basin

sit-on basin

heated mirrormirror
with shelf

rectangular 
halo mirror

circular 
halo mirror

single shallow drawer  
washstation
(600/900mm)

double drawer  
washstation
(600/900mm)

single deep drawer 
washstation / single deep 
drawer washstation with 
internal drawer
(600/900mm)

double door 
washstation
(500mm only)

curved washstation 
(lonigo only - 930mm)

inset basin

2. Now add your washstation choice

3. Choose a mirror to reflect your look

14



mirrored wall
cabined

mirrored double  
wall cabinet

wall mounted rotating 
mirror cabinet

tall wall mounted 
rotating mirror cabinet

tall wall  
cabinet

rectangular
wall cabinet

wc
cabinet

wc
cabinet with storage

5. Add your WC cabinet

4. Choose your wall cabinets

Scan the QR  
code with your 
smart phone for 
more information 
on planning  
your modular  
bathroom.
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Lonigo  
High gloss, curved, handleless lacquered door shaped perfectly to coordinate with the beautiful Italian designed ceramic basin.16



M
MODULAR
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single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin curved basin & 
washstation (930mm wide)

heated
mirror

cloakroom
option
(500mm
wide, includes
2 door
washstation 
and basin)

High gloss white doors 
deliver the height of 
cool minimalist style 
for a contemporary 
bathroom with  
wow factor.

This contemporary design is bang 
on trend with handleless styling and 
clean lines for the ultimate in cool 
chic. The high gloss finish reflects 
light beautifully, bouncing it around 
your room for a warm, bright feel. 
For maximum storage space with 
minimalist flair, opt for the double 
drawer washstation to keep that no 
clutter luxury look.

This double drawer 
washstation provides 
maximum storage.

18
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Rovigo 
A stunning real oak timber door which creates a sensational fusion between the classic feel of the natural timber and the contemporary style 
of modular furniture.

20



M
MODULAR
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single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

Inspired by Shaker  
design values and 
styled in a classic  
oak finish, Rovigo is  
equally at home in  
a traditional or  
modern setting.

This new addition to the modular 
range allows you to mix classic and 
contemporary styling to create your 
own unique bathroom design.  
Timeless oak is perfect to  
complement traditional features  
and also adds a touch of elegance  
to the most modern bathroom.  
Make it practical by adding a rotating  
cabinet next to your basin –  
combining a mirror and clever  
storage space, for everyday  
convenience that doesn’t detract 
from the overall aesthetic. 

A rotating cabinet 
combines a mirror and 
clever storage space.

22
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Pesaro 
For a clean, fresh look go all out on the gloss white. The classic Shaker door is the perfect partner for the gloss white cabinets.24



M
MODULAR
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single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

adding a modern 
twist to the classic 
Shaker design, 
this range offers a  
best-of-both-worlds  
designer look. 

Styled in classic white, Pesaro looks 
even more stunning when teamed 
with a contrasting black countertop 
for dramatic effect. Pay attention to 
detail with your Finishing Touches 
by adding our new gently curved, 
square handle for a polished  
designer finish. 

New gently curved handles 
add a designer finish.
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aspen White  
Contrast high gloss white doors with the warmth of textured driftwood cabinets, for simple modernity.28



M
MODULAR
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Aspen Ivory
A softer colourway to create a more classic ambience.  

30



M
MODULAR
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Aspen Black
Strikingly chic, give your bathroom a contemporary look with bold, high gloss black complemented by gloss white cabinets. 

32



M
MODULAR
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single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

A softer colourway  
to create a more 
classic ambience.

The sheer simplicity of this style 
lends itself to any bathroom.  
Choose to go monochrome by 
matching Aspen White or Black  
cabinets with stark accessories or 
add a splash of daring colour with 
your towels and blinds. Aspen Ivory 
is perfect with pastel shades for a 
welcoming, relaxing space. Add a 
slim, sleek countertop and  
contemporary handles to any  
colourway, and enjoy surprisingly 
spacious drawers cleverly designed 
to fit neatly around your plumbing. 

Add contemporary handles 
for a classic look.
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Floro
A distinctive driftwood finish offers an ultra modern look with all the flexibility of our modular format.36



Floro
A distinctive driftwood finish offers an ultra modern look with all the flexibility of our modular format.

M
MODULAR
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Floro is an amazing 
choice for the modern 
bathroom and suits 
any colour scheme. 

Let its unique finish do the talking 
by keeping accessories simple for 
a clean, contemporary look. We’ve 
added innovative storage solutions 
such as the WC cabinet plus a wall 
hung WC pan for an added  
contemporary touch.

single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

A tall wall cabinet provides 
useful additional storage.
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Manhattan White
Minimal chic for maximum impact in clean, simple white. 40



M
MODULAR
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Like its namesake, 
Manhattan is up-to-
the-minute cool yet  
its contemporary style 
simply won’t date.

The clean door lines are  
complemented by textured 
driftwood cabinets and we’ve 
created incredibly flexible storage 
solutions that deliver the ultimate 
in practicality and style.  
Add a stunning Italian-design 
ceramic basin and focal point 
halo mirror to create a stunning 
bathroom scheme.

single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

Stunning Italian-designed 
basin and halo mirror.

42
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Bali
A rich truffle brown finish and deep textured graining simply exudes luxury. 44



M
MODULAR
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Choose Bali to bring 
traditional elegance 
to your bathroom. 

Surface texture plays an important 
role in bathroom design, so Bali is as 
tactile as it is stunning. The contrast 
is delivered by the smooth, slimline, 
integrated basin which adds 
unobtrusive style to a range with  
real visual impact. The single 
washstation drawer offers ample 
storage. Team Bali’s deep, rich  
colour with creams, chocolate and 
cappuccino accessories for 
understated style.

single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

Complement Bali’s deep,  
rich colour with contrasting 
handles.
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The Bali modular  
range is perfect for 
an elegant cloakroom 
with a real touch of 
exotic luxury.
Impressively understated,  
Bali creates an ambience of 
indulgence without overpowering 
even a small space – we’ve 
thought about the layout space 
between cabinets to allow you to 
create a stylish room with a 
spacious feel. The basin is 
perfectly proportioned for 
cloakroom practicality.

single shallow 
drawer (600mm wide)

single deep 
drawer (600mm wide)

double drawer
(600mm wide)

double door
(600mm wide)

single shallow drawer
(900mm wide)

wc cabinet

single
mirror
cabinet

double
mirror
cabinet

rotating mirror
cabinet

mirror with
glass shelf

wc cabinet 
with storage

wall
cabinet

tall wall
cabinet

single deep drawer
(900mm wide)

double drawer
(900mm wide)

inset basin

choose 
your 
basin

choose
your 
washstation

choose
your wc
cabinet

choose
your 
mirror

choose
your wall
storage

sit-on basin

cloakroom option
(500mm wide, 
includes 2 door
washstation 
and basin)

rectangular
or circular
halo mirror

heated
mirror

Perfectly proportioned 
basin is ideal for a 
cloakroom.
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Fit your bathroom furniture to  
create a design-led ambience.  

Opt for timeless classic or 
contemporary chic. 

Make your space work for you.  
Be inspired to be different.  

Combine everyday practicality  
with out of the ordinary style. 

For up-to-the-minute tailored  
style that’s never out of date,  

choose Fitted.

F
FITTED
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Lonigo
High gloss, handleless lacquered door designed with clean lines for the ultimate in cool chic.52



F
FITTED
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base cabinet
w 160mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 320mm
d 200/300mm

drawer & 
door cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

3 drawer 
cabinet 
w 320mm
d 300mm

wc cabinet 
with cistern
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

vanity cabinet
w 500/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 640mm
d 200/300mm

pull-out 
base cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

base 
cabinets

mid-height/
tall cabinets

a wide range of units in different widths and depths is available:

for finishing touches see pages 96 – 105

wall
cabinets

wall 
cabinet
w 160mm
d 200mm

wall 
cabinet
w 320mm
d 200mm

wall cabinet
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200mm

midi cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

tall cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

High gloss white doors 
deliver the height of cool 
minimalist style for a 
contemporary bathroom 
with wow factor. 

This  contemporary design is bang on trend 
with handleless styling and clean lines for 
the ultimate in cool chic.  
The high gloss finish reflects light beautifully, 
bouncing it around your room for a warm, 
bright feel. Create a feeling of space with this 
clean, simple white design.

Handleless styling and 
clean lines for the ultimate 
in cool chic.
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Pesaro
Contrast the crispness of the gloss white door with the warmth of a driftwood cabinet. The Shaker styling of Pesaro is the perfect  
platform for creating a contemporary or classic design.

56
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base cabinet
w 160mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 320mm
d 200/300mm

drawer & 
door cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

3 drawer 
cabinet 
w 320mm
d 300mm

wc cabinet 
with cistern
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

vanity cabinet
w 500/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 640mm
d 200/300mm

pull-out 
base cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

base 
cabinets

mid-height/
tall cabinets

a wide range of units in different widths and depths is available:

for finishing touches see pages 96 – 105

wall
cabinets

wall 
cabinet
w 160mm
d 200mm

wall 
cabinet
w 320mm
d 200mm

wall cabinet
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200mm

midi cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

tall cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

This timeless design 
in classic white will  
deliver designer looks 
for years to come. 
 
This neutral design can be  
accessorised to your own taste to 
create real impact, whatever your 
style. The gloss white finish bounces 
light to create a spacious feel and 
clean, simple white remains a firm 
fitted bathroom favourite for long-
lasting flexibility. Change your colour 
scheme to suit your mood and 
Pesaro will fit right in. 

Create a spacious feel  
with this clean, simple 
white design.
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Rovigo
Create a sensation. A classic timber door with a beautifully crafted Shaker profile has real impact.60
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The crisp bevelled 
profile takes its  
inspiration from  
Shaker design for 
the ultimate classic 
look with beautifully 
crafted warm, natural 
timber doors.

This new range is inspired by the 
trend to combine materials and 
textures like timber, metals and 
ceramics. We’ve paid attention to 
detail, but you’ll add the Finishing 
Touches to make this design your 
own: contrast the tactile timber with 
a cool, solid surface countertop for 
the ultimate in opulence. Keep your 
accessories simple and let the  
natural wood shine through for a 
stylish statement bathroom. 

base cabinet
w 160mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 320mm
d 200/300mm

drawer & 
door cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

3 drawer 
cabinet 
w 320mm
d 300mm

wc cabinet 
with cistern
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

vanity cabinet
w 500/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 640mm
d 200/300mm

pull-out 
base cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

base 
cabinets

mid-height/
tall cabinets

a wide range of units in different widths and depths is available:

for finishing touches see pages 96 – 105

wall
cabinets

wall 
cabinet
w 160mm
d 200mm

wall 
cabinet
w 320mm
d 200mm

wall cabinet
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200mm

midi cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

tall cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

Let the natural wood  
shine through.
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Savina
The warm ivory painted timber door is the perfect partner to the new lissa oak cabinet.64
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Warm ivory doors 
complemented by 
lissa oak finish  
cabinets deliver  
polished elegance  
to any bathroom. 

Savina is designed to combine 
striking looks with real  
practicality. The run of mid-height 
cabinets provides space for  
everything yet looks simply 
stunning. Personalise your design 
with an inspired choice of cabinet 
handle – go for a cute button knob 
or a sleek bar handle for that 
individual touch that makes this 
range your own.

base cabinet
w 160mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 320mm
d 200/300mm

drawer & 
door cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

3 drawer 
cabinet 
w 320mm
d 300mm

wc cabinet 
with cistern
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

vanity cabinet
w 500/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 640mm
d 200/300mm

pull-out 
base cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

base 
cabinets

mid-height/
tall cabinets

a wide range of units in different widths and depths is available:

for finishing touches see pages 96 – 105

wall
cabinets

wall 
cabinet
w 160mm
d 200mm

wall 
cabinet
w 320mm
d 200mm

wall cabinet
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200mm

midi cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

tall cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

Combine striking looks  
with real practicality.
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torino
Versatile design that will coordinate with many bathroom colour schemes. Torino, with its contemporary horizontal woodgrain design,    
makes a real statement.
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Clean, modern, linear 
looks enhanced by 
textured doors for  
the ultimate in  
modern design. 

Create real drama with horizontal 
styling and stunning textured  
doors. Torino’s linear design simply  
won’t go out of style, so be as  
modern as the mood takes you  
with your accessories. Start by 
adding sleek bar handles to your 
cabinets and keep clutter at bay 
with spacious drawer cabinets to 
maintain that minimal look.

base cabinet
w 160mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 320mm
d 200/300mm

drawer & 
door cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

3 drawer 
cabinet 
w 320mm
d 300mm

wc cabinet 
with cistern
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

vanity cabinet
w 500/640/800mm
d 200/300mm

base cabinet
w 640mm
d 200/300mm

pull-out 
base cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

base 
cabinets

mid-height/
tall cabinets

a wide range of units in different widths and depths is available:

for finishing touches see pages 96 – 105

wall
cabinets

wall 
cabinet
w 160mm
d 200mm

wall 
cabinet
w 320mm
d 200mm

wall cabinet
w 500/560/640/800mm
d 200mm

midi cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

tall cabinet
w 320mm
d 300mm

Add sleek bar handles  
to your spacious  
drawer cabinets.
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aspen White
Versatile, flat-fronted high gloss doors for design-focused simplicity.72
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Aspen Ivory
High gloss with a softer palette to create a warm, welcoming feel. 74
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Aspen Black
A breathtakingly modern look for a bathroom of any size. 76
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Vermont
Inspired by traditional Shaker design values yet with a beautifully modern feel. 78
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tampa
Classical styling thanks to a grained oak finish perfect for any bathroom size. 80



tampa
Classical styling thanks to a grained oak finish perfect for any bathroom size. 
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Monza
Subtle curves and a clean finish deliver the height of understated chic. 82
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Manhattan White
This cool, contemporary design brings a slice of cosmopolitan city life to your home. 84
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Manhattan Black
Make a dramatic design statement with a sleek, semi gloss slab design in pure black. 86
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Calgary
Equally at home highlighting original features or adding elegant, opulent styling to a contemporary setting. 88
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Bianca
A modern twist on minimalism with a gently curved design. 90



Senesi
A rich, warm, dramatic look with a real sense of style. 

F
FITTED
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Seattle Walnut
Add character with a rich wood finish and a clean, striking style.92
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Seattle Oak
Set off a contemporary or classic space with this timeless wood finish. 93



Fairmont
A warm walnut finish adds a luxuriant, opulent feel to the Shaker inspired design. 94



Fairmont
A warm walnut finish adds a luxuriant, opulent feel to the Shaker inspired design. 

Softline
Stylish, practical, clean minimalism at its best. 

F
FITTED
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Bring your individual style 
to life with the personal 
touches that say it all. 
It’s what makes your 
bathroom truly yours; 

attention to the details 
that complete the room 
you’ve created. We can 

guide you on what works 
best, but the choice, 
as always, is yours. 

FT
FINISHING
TOUCHES
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Shades’ sanitaryware 
has been carefully 
designed to fit with 
any bathroom furniture 
style. There are options 
for fitted or modular.

Your basin, WC and taps are vital 
components of your overall design, 
so we have kept the range simple yet 
striking to suit your finished look.
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taps have been designed to work with 
both fitted and modular furniture.

sanitaryware

madison 
round semi-recess basin (MADRSB) 
width: 550mm
depth: 347mm
 

   furo 
semi-recess basin (SRB1) 
width: 560mm
depth: 500mm
 

cross 
basin mixer (CROS MONB) 
height: 204mm
ext. diameter: 36mm
int. diameter: 34mm

bath mixer (BF MONB) 
height: 179mm
ext. diameter: 33mm
int. diameter: 26mm
 

cube 
basin mixer (CUBE MONB) 
height: 159mm
ext. diameter: 42mm
int. diameter: 39mm

bath mixer (BF CUBE) 
height: 179mm
ext. diameter: 35mm
int. diameter: 26mm
 

waterfall 
basin mixer (FALL MONB) 
height: 128mm
ext. diameter: 50mm
int. diameter: 39mm

bath mixer (BF FALL) 
height: 179mm
ext. diameter: 42mm
int. diameter: 26mm
 

madison 
square semi-recess basin (MADSQB) 
width: 534mm
depth: 371mm
 

   furo 
semi-recess cloakroom basin (SRB43) 
width: 430mm
depth: 375mm
 

madison 
back to the wall pan (MADBTWP) 
width: 364mm
depth: 518 mm

 back to the wall soft close 
toilet seat (MADSFCS) 

   furo 
back to the wall pan (BTWP1) 
width: 384mm
depth: 540mm
 

cast marble basin (VF64)
width: 640mm
depth: 480mm
 

   furo 
back to the wall soft close 
toilet seat (BTWS2)
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sizes available:

CT152   
depth: 210mm 
width: 1500mm
 
CT153   
depth: 310mm   
width: 1500mm
 
CT3003  
depth: 310mm   
width: 3000mm   

sizes available:

SS152   
depth: 210mm 
width: 1500mm
 
SS153   
depth: 310mm   
width: 1500mm
 
SS2503  
depth: 310mm   
width: 2500mm

SS605  
depth: 500mm 
width: 600mm
 
SS905   
depth: 500mm   
width: 900mm

select countertops

solid surface

black 
andronema

walnut

biscuit

natural 
travertine

matt  
white

galaxy

lissa 
oak

tawney

ice stone

white 
andronema

dark 
slate

gloss  
white

copper 
stone

oakblack  
quartz

A tight 6mm profile with angular edge for 
a sleek, minimalist look.  

The ultimate in high quality, our solid surface countertops are available in four designer colours:  
galaxy, copper stone, biscuit and ice stone.
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Top off your designer 
bathroom with a 
complementary or 
contrasting worktop 
that’s durable, 
easy to clean and 
maintains its looks 
long-term... 

Choose from laminate or step  
into the luxurious world of solid  
surface countertops.
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Add that final 
finishing touch 
with your choice 
of stylish handle 
to bring your 
bathroom 
furniture to life. 

HD19
chrome finish handle, 
centres width - 96mm
HD19a (for 160mm units)
chrome finish handle, 
centres width - 32mm

HD39
steel finish bow handle,
centres width - 96mm

HD44
chrome finish  
square knob

HD45
chrome finish  
round knob

HD51
chrome finish bar handle 
with black insert,
centres width - 128mm

HD13
steel finish bar handle,  
centres width - 96mm

handles
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contemporary 
framing panels
Co-ordinate or contrast your framing 
panels with your cabinet finish to achieve  
a neat, seamless feel. Available in gloss 
white, oak, walnut, driftwood and lissa oak 
the panels come in two sizes for your wall 
units and base units to give a 
professionally-completed look (see left).

Countertop options:
It is recommended that contemporary 
framing is used with the select range  
of countertops. For more information  
see page 100. 

HD22
aluminium 
finish knob

HD3
chrome 
finish knob

HD25
chrome finish ‘D’ handle,
centres width 128mm

HD12
chrome finish ‘D’ handle, 
centres width - 64mm

HD27
chrome finish  
oval knob

HD52
chrome finish
square knob

HD28 
chrome finish ‘D’ handle, centres width - 224mm
HD28a (for 160mm units)
chrome finish ‘D’ handle, centres width - 96mm

HD53
chrome finish bar handle,
centres width - 160mm

HD54
chrome finish handle,
centres width - 64mm

LF205
width:  205mm
length:  2600mm
depth:  22mm

LF305
width:  305mm
length:  2600mm
depth:  22mm

Contemporary 
framing finish  
options:

oak

walnut

gloss white

driftwood

lissa oak
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Mirrors really reflect  
the light around a room 
and give a dramatic 
sense of extra space in 
the smaller bathroom.

The right mirror can make an amazing 
difference to any size or style of 
bathroom. So make yours more than  
just an everyday essential with a choice 
that complements your classic or 
contemporary design. 

halo rectangular mirror (MRHALO)
width:  540mm
height:  690mm

touch sensor mirror* (M560T)
width:  540mm
height:  835mm

halo circular mirror (MCHALO)
diameter:  650mm

heated mirror with demister pad  
(HM600/HM900)
width:  600/900mm
height:  1355mm

available in gloss white, truffle brown, 
driftwood and lissa oak.

mirror with integrated lighting (M560S)
width:  560mm
height:  835mm
depth:  190mm

mirror with glass shelf (MS560)
width:  560mm
height:  835mm
depth:  190mm

available in gloss white, 
oak, walnut, driftwood 
and lissa oak.

*  all electrical 
installations 
must be 
carried out 
by a qualified 
electrician in 
accordance 
with current 
legislation.

* infra red mirror

mirrors
So make yours more than just an 
everyday essential with a choice 
that complements your classic or 
contemporary design. 
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double sided  
mirror cabinets  
(ML160/ML320/ML640)
width:  160/320/640mm
height:  660mm
depth:  195mm

supplied with handle  
HD22, adjustable glass 
shelves and double  
sided mirror doors.

tall wall mounted rotating  
mirror cabinet  
(Crtu 1625)
width:  307mm
height:  1600mm
depth:  125mm

complete  with 4 shelves.
available in gloss white, 
walnut, truffle brown, 
driftwood, oak and  
lissa oak.

wall mounted rotating  
mirror cabinet 
(rtu250)
width:  307mm
height:  1060mm
depth:  125mm

complete with 3 shelves.
available in gloss white, 
walnut, truffle brown, 
driftwood, oak and  
lissa oak.

mirrors
with
storage
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360

225

360

585
748.5

1960

1934.5

810

748.5
810

1925

fixing point (hanging plates)

900mm unit300mm 
unit

930mm unit600mm unit 900mm unit

900mm unit 600mm unit600mm unit500mm unit

Here’s all the 
essential planning 
information you 
need to help you 
plan your new 
Shades bathroom.

The information 
below is for height 
positions of 
cabinets.

These dimensions 
are to be used as 
a guide and 
should be tailored 
around your 
requirements.  

If your installation 
uses wall hanging 
brackets only, 
then you or the 
installer can 
position the 
cabinets to the 
height of  
your choice.

planning - 
modular units
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The information 
below is for height 
positions of 
cabinets based 
on 150mm plinths 
being used.  
For 200mm 
plinths increase 
height by 50mm.
 
 

These dimensions 
are to be used as 
a guide and 
should be tailored 
around your 
requirements.  
 
 
 
 
 

If your installation 
uses wall hanging 
brackets only, 
then you or the 
installer can 
position the 
cabinets to the 
height of
your choice.

planning - 
fitted units

1905 1905 1905 1905 1905

tall dresser 
unit

tall 
unit

sliding 
mirror unit

mid unit

wall 
unit

semi vanity 
unit

wing mirror 
unit

base unit

450

150

660
785

1500

1755

1100

660 660

810 810

1250

28

28 28

150

150 150 150 150

185 185 185

185

185

285 285 285

285 120

285
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Base Cabinet

Widths available:
160mm

Depths available:
200mm
300mm

Door types available:
• single solid door;
• single glazed door

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Base Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
200mm
300mm

Door types available:
• single solid door
• single glazed door;

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Base Cabinet

Widths available:
640mm*

Depths available:
200mm
300mm

Door type available:
• double solid doors

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Pull Out Base Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
300mm

Door type available:
• single solid door

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Drawer and Door Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
300mm

Door type available:
• single solid door 
   and drawer

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Here’s all the 
essential planning 
information you 
need to help  
you plan your  
new Shades  
fitted bathroom.
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3 Drawer Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
300mm

Door type available:
• solid drawers 

WC Cabinet with cistern

Widths available:
500mm
560mm
640mm
800mm

Depths available:
200mm
300mmm

Door type available:
• solid door

Vanity Cabinet

Widths available:
500mm
640mm
800mm

Depths available:
200mm
300mm

Door types available:
• solid door

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Tall Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
300mm

Door types available:
• 2 solid doors + 2 drawer*
• 1 solid door, 1 glass door 
   and 2 drawers**
• 2 doors***

Shelf:
*     2 adjustable shelf
**   1 adjustable shelf
*** 2 adjustable shelves   
      and 2 fixed shelves

Midi Cabinet

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
300mm

Door types available:
• single solid door

Shelf:
1 adjustable shelf

Widths available:
160mm

Depths available:
200mm

Door types available:
• single solid door
• single glazed door

Widths available:
320mm

Depths available:
200mm

Door types available:
• single solid door
• single glazed door
• single frosted glass door

Widths available:
500mm
560mm
640mm
800mm

Depths available:
200mm

Door types available:
• double solid doors
• double glazed doors
• double frosted glass doors

Wall Cabinets (each cabinet includes 2 glass shelves)
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For more than  
60 years, Moores 
has been making 
spaces special.

As one of the UK’s leading 
manufacturers and installers of finest 
quality kitchen and bathroom furniture, 
our reputation is based on 
craftsmanship and design excellence, 
which together create collections 
renowned for their inherent style, 
reliability and practicality. Based in the 
UK – our factory in Wetherby, West 
Yorkshire spans more than 30 acres and 
employs over 700 fully trained staff 
– Moores is committed to providing 
customers with the best possible value 
in terms of quality, service, delivery and 
product design and performance. 

making spaces special

Lifetime 
guarantee
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Lifetime 
guarantee
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Your bathroom, 
your way...

“We know that your bathroom is a real 
investment. it needs to combine a fantastic 
designer feel with the practicalities of 
everyday life. Here at Shades we’ve years  
of experience in meeting those needs.  
We insist on bringing you the highest 
quality products, with the lowest possible 
environmental impact. 

in this brochure we’ll guide you through  
the process of creating the perfect 
bathroom for you. Let yourself be inspired 
by our ranges and Finishing touches 
collection. And, for added confidence, 
you can rely on our selected retailers’ 
knowledge and expertise. So you can  
relax and enjoy the experience of  
creating your bathroom, your way."

neiL mcDonaLD,  
DeSiGn manaGer, SHaDeS BatHroomS

2

1.  this guarantee covers the material 
element of all cabinets and doors from 
material or manufacturing defect. in the 
unlikely event of a product defect or 
failure and subject to the terms of this 
guarantee, shades bathroom furniture will 
provide, free of charge replacement 
product(s) or part(s) within the lifetime of 
the guarantee.

2.  Shades bathroom furniture reserves  
the right to amend the specification 
referred to in these instructions without 
prior notice.

3.  in the event of product discontinuation 
shades bathroom furniture reserves the 
right to offer a suitable alternative 
product or part.

4.  this guarantee is limited to the original 
purchaser and is not transferable.

5.  all product supplied by shades bathroom 
furniture must be fitted in accordance 
with the instructions provided.

6.  the furniture should be subject to normal 
domestic use only. items should not be 
exposed to extremes of heat, moisture or 
poorly ventilated areas.

7.  adequate care and maintenance has 
been carried out in accordance with our 
instructions.

8.  any claim relating to this guarantee  
should be received in writing at the  
address overleaf stating the details of the 
product at fault.

9.  the provisions of this guarantee do not 
affect the customer’s statutory rights.

exclusions

10.  all products not part of the material 
element of a cabinet or door i.e. 
Sanitaryware, lighting, etc.

11.  components rendered defective as a 
result of improper or negligent use, 
substandard or incorrect installation.

12.  any replacement components, the supply 
of which is outside our control and are 
unavailable to shades bathroom furniture 
at the time.

13.  any deterioration resulting from 
reasonable wear and tear.

14.  any maintenance requirements, i.e. 
Adjustment of hinges or the fitting of any 
replacement components provided by 
shades bathroom furniture.

15. product colour variation.

  

 For the purposes of this guarantee 
‘components’ are defined as unit carcase, 
shelves, doors, hinges, handles and drawer 
frontages, drawer boxes and runners, 
countertops, sanitaryware and tapware.

Shades bathroom furniture offer a lifetime guarantee on its 
products, limited to domestic users only. the terms of this 
guarantee are detailed below.
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Moores group
Thorp Arch Estate   
Wetherby 
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t:  0845 127 5696 
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